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Abstract. Identifying event instance in texts plays a critical role in the
field of Information Extraction (IE). The currently proposed methods
that employ neural networks have successfully solve the problem to some
extent, by encoding a series of linguistic features, such as lexicon, part-
of-speech and entity. However, so far, the entity relation hasn’t yet been
taken into consideration. In this paper, we propose a novel event extrac-
tion method to exploit relation information for event detection (ED),
due to the potential relevance between entity relation and event type.
Methodologically, we combine relation and those widely used features in
an attention-based network with Bidirectional Long Short-term Memory
(Bi-LSTM) units. In particular, we systematically investigate the effect
of relation representation between entities. In addition, we also use dif-
ferent attention strategies in the model. Experimental results show that
our approach outperforms other state-of-the-art methods.
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1 Introduction

Event extraction (EE) is an important task in IE. The purpose is to detect event
triggers with specific types and their arguments. This paper only tackles event
detection (ED) task, which is a crucial part of EE, focusing on identifying event
triggers and their categories. Take the following sentence for example:

S1: David Kaplan was killed by sniper fire in the Balkans in 1992.

There is an Attack event is mentioned in S1. The “fire” is annotated as
trigger in ACE-2005 corpus. Thus, an ED system should be able to identify the
trigger as “fire” and assign it an event type Attack .

However, it might be easily misclassified as End-Position event in reality
because “fire” is a polysemy. In this case, Liu et al. [15] utilized entity to rein-
force the classification. Such as in S1, they proposed that considering the word
“sniper”, which serves as an entity (Attacker) of the target event, to get more
confidence in predicting the trigger as an Attack event.
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Unfortunately, although the entity information is considered, there are still
difficulties to identify event type correctly for some sentences. For example, con-
sider the following two instances:

S2: Swenson herself would also leave the NCA.

S3: It’s the Iraqi ambassador’s time to leave the United States.

Table 1 lists the relevant information about S2 and S3. In S2, “leave” is a
trigger of type End-Position. However, in S3, “leave” is a trigger of type Trans-
port, which is more common than End-Position. In addition, the entities in S2
are Non-Governmental and Individual, which have no discrimination for identi-
fying event type with entities (Nation and Individual) in S3. Because they all
indicate institution and individual. However, if we consider the relation between
the entities, which is Membership in S2 and Located in S3, we would have more
confidence in predicting the End-Position event and the Transport event respec-
tively. Such as in S2, Membership indicates the member relationship between
two entities, then the probability that the sentence will contain an End-Position
event will be higher than a Transport event.

Table 1. Event, Entity and Relation labels for the above two instances.

Instance S2 S3

Event leave: End-Position leave: Transport

Entity1 NCA: Non-Governmental United States: Nation

Entity2 swenson: Individual ambassador: Individual

Relation Membership Located

In addition, we note that words in sentence have different contribution
degrees for the correct recognition of trigger. Some words are important, yet
others are meaningless. For example, in S1, “killed” and “sniper” provide more
important clues than other words that an Attack event might happen. Thus,
these words should get more attention than others. Guided by this, we employ
attention mechanism to model the sentence. Attention values indicate the impor-
tance of different words in the sentence of predicting the event type.

To sum up, based on the entity relation information and different significant
clues that different words can provide, we propose an attention-based Bi-LSTM
model and utilize relation type embedding in the model to detect event. In
summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We analyze the impact of entity relation information in ED task, and effec-
tively merge it to the ED system.

• We propose an attention-based Bi-LSTM model, which aims to capture more
important information within a sentence for ED task. In addition, we also
investigate different attention strategies for the proposed model.
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• We conduct extensive experiments on the ACE-2005 corpus. The experimen-
tal results show that our method outperforms other state-of-the-art methods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief
overview of some event research works. Section 3 describes the ED task specifi-
cally. Section 4 gives a detailed introduction of our proposed method. Section 5
shows the experimental results and Sect. 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Event detection is an important subtask of event extraction [5]. Many approaches
have been explored for ED. We divide these methods into feature-based methods
and structure-based methods.

In feature-based methods, Ahn and David [1] leverage lexical, syntactic and
external knowledge features to extract the event. Ji and Grishman [9] use rich
evidence from related documents for the event extraction. Furthermore, Liao
et al. [11] and Hong et al. [8] proposed the cross-event and cross-entity inference
methods to capture more clues from the texts. Benefiting from the common
modelling framework, these methods can achieve the fusion of multiple features,
in addition, they can be used flexibly through feature selection. But feature
engineering requires considerable expertise.

In structure-based methods, the use of neural network for ED has become
a promising research. Some researchers like Nguyen et al. [18] and Chen
et al. [3] learn continuous word representations and regard them as features
to infer whether a word is a trigger or not by exploring neural network. Respec-
tively, Nguyen et al. proposed a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with
entity type information and word position information as extra features and
Chen et al. presented a Dynamic Multi-pooling layer (DM-CNN) to capture
information from sentence. Tang et al. [19] presented Bi-LSTM to model the
preceding and following information of a word as people generally believe that
LSTM is good at capturing long-term dependencies in a sequence. Some other
models also effectively improve the performance of ED task, including Nguyen
et al. [17] Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network (Bi-RNN) and Feng et al. [6]
Hybrid which combines the Bi-LSTM and CNN neural network.

3 Task Description

In this paper, we adopt the event extraction task defined in Automatic Content
Extraction (ACE) evaluation. An event indicates a specific occurrence involving
one or more participants. We introduce some ACE terminologies to facilitate the
understanding of this task:

• Event trigger: the main word that most clearly expresses the occurrence of
an event (typically, a verb or a noun).

• Event argument: the mentions that are involved in an event (participants).
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• Entity: an object or a set of objects in one of the semantic categories.
• Relation: some relationship between entities in one sentence.

For easy to understand, we can see the instance of S2: an event extractor
should detect an End-Position event, along with the event trigger “leave”. More-
over, the entities in this sentence are NCA and swenson. The relation between
the entities is Membership. In this paper, we formalize the ED problem as a
multi-class classification problem following previous work [5]. Given a sentence,
we classify every token of the sentence into one of the predefined event classes
or non-trigger class.

In addition, since entity recognition and relation detection are difficult task
in ACE evaluation and not the focus in the event extraction task, we directly
leverage the ground-truth entity and relation labels.

4 Our Approach

We model the ED task as a multi-class classification task. In detail, given a
sentence, we treat every token in this sentence as a trigger candidate, and our
goal is to classify each of these candidates into one of 34 classes.

In this section, we illustrate details of our approach, including the sentences
representation which is the input of the model, the attention strategies, the use
of Bi-LSTM which is to encode semantics of each word with its preceding and
following information, as well as the other details in the model.

4.1 Input

We follow Chen et al. [3] to take all tokens of the sentence as the input. Before
feeding tokens into the network, we transform each of them into a real-valued
vector D. The vector is formed by concatenating a word embedding, an entity
type embedding with a relation type embedding. As shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Embedding.
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Word Embedding. In this paper, we limit the context to a fixed length by
trimming longer sentences and padding shorter sentences with special token. We
let n be the fixed length. wi is the current candidate trigger. So, we get the
representation of the sentence: W = {w1, w2, ..., wi, ..., wn}. Then, looking up a
pre-trained word embedding table to get the word embedding representation w.
It is a fixed-dimensional real-valued vector which represents the hidden semantic
properties of a token [4]. We use the Skip-gram model [16,20] to learn word
embeddings on the NYT corpus1.

Entity Type Embedding. Similarly, we limit the sentences to a fixed length
n. However, we only label entities which have been annotated in corpus with
specific symbols. Other non-entity words are labelled as 0. Thus, the entity
representation as follows: E = {0, ...ei, 0, ..., ej , 0, ...}, where ei is the i-th entity
and ej is the j-th entity. Then, we look up the entity type embedding table
(initialized randomly). The result of the entity type embedding is we.

Relation Type Embedding. It is specially used to characterize the embedding
of the ED model using relationship between two entities. For the sentence that
has fixed length n, we set each word as 0 expect when there exists a word which
is an entity ei and is annotated relation type with another entity ej in corpus,
we set it as symbol r. In addition, we set the entity ej as the same symbol with
ei. The relation type representation of this sentence is: R = {0, ..., r, 0, ..., r, 0...}.
Similarly, we look up the relation type embedding table to get the relation type
embedding wr. We randomly initialize embedding vectors for each relation type
(including the non-trigger type) and update them during training procedure.

We concatenate the above three embeddings as the input to the neural net-
work. The process is shown in Fig. 1: D = [w,we, wr]. We denote the final repre-
sentation as D = {d1, d2, ...di, ...dn}, where n is also the length of the sentence
and d represents each word.

4.2 Attention Mechanism

In order to capture the information of important words as much as possible, and
reduce the interference for modeling meaningless words, we leverage attention
mechanism to the neural network. The specific attention structure is shown in
Fig. 2. We follow Liu et al. [13] calculation method of attention value strictly.
Given the sentence and its representation D = {d1, d2, ...di, ...dn}, we treat each
token as a candidate trigger, dc represents the current candidate trigger. Firstly,
we get the relatedness si between dc and the other token representation di in
the sentence by the following equation:

si = tanh(dcTWdi + b) (1)

1 https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2008T19.

https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2008T19
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where W is the weight matrix and b is the bias. Then, we calculate the impor-
tance pi of each token in the sentence relative to the current candidate trigger.
Given all the importance weighs, we get the comprehensive information attc
conveyed by D regarding the candidate trigger by computing the weighted sum:

pi =
exp(si)∑n

k=1 exp(sk)
, attc =

n∑

i=1

pi ∗ di (2)

Furthermore, we come up with two attention strategies according to the
different position of the attention mechanism in the model:

Fig. 2. Attention mechanism.

Att1: After obtaining the embedding D of the sentence, we apply the atten-
tion mechanism immediately. As shown in Fig. 2, through the above calculation
method, we get the new embedding representation D after assigning attention
weights. Then, we concatenate D and D as the input I to the Bi-LSTM.

Att2: We use embedding representation D as the input for Bi-LSTM firstly.
And we utilize hidden output H of Bi-LSTM as the input for attention mecha-
nism. Similarly, we can obtain the new hidden representation H after attention
value calculation method. Then, we concatenate H and H for softmax.

4.3 Bi-LSTM

RNN with long short-term memory (LSTM) unit is adopted due to the superior
performance in a variety of NLP tasks [12,14]. Furthermore, Bi-LSTM is a type of
Bi-RNN, which can model word representation with its preceding and following
information simultaneously.

Bi-LSTM consists of input gate, forget gate and output gate. At step t, input
gate accepts a current input xt, previous hidden state ht−1 and previous cell state
Ct−1 as Eq. 3. it controls how much new information can be conveyed to the cell
state. tildeCt indicates new information at the current moment. Forget gate ft
controls how much information of the previous cell moment can be conveyed
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to the current moment. Ct represents updated cell state. Output gate gets the
current hidden state ht of the step t as Eq. 5.

it = σ(Wi) · [ht−1, xt] + bi, C̃t = tanh(WC · [ht−1, xt] + bc) (3)

ft = σ(Wf ) · [ht−1, xt] + bf , Ct = ft ∗ Ct−1 + it ∗ C̃t (4)

ot = σ(Wo) · [ht−1, xt] + bo, ht = ot ∗ tanh(Ct) (5)

The details of our Bi-LSTM architecture for ED are shown in Fig. 3. The
figure shows the case of Att1, so the input of Bi-LSTM consists of six embed-
ding representation: {w,we, wr, w,we, wr}. We can see that Bi-LSTM is com-
posed of two LSTM neural networks, a forward F-LSTM to model the preceding
contexts, and a backward Bi-LSTM to model the following contexts. We can get
the hidden representation hf and hb via running F-LSTM and B-LSTM respec-
tively. Then, we concatenate the hidden embedding hf and hb as the output
H = {h1, h2, ..., hi, ...hn} of Bi-LSTM.

Fig. 3. Bi-LSTM architecture.

4.4 Output

AS mentioned earlier, we formulate ED as a multi-class classification problem.
We predict each token of the sentence whether is an event trigger and assign
event type to it. We use the hidden output H of the Bi-LSTM directly with
Att1 or combine H and H with Att2 as the input to a softmax classifier. Thus,
we can get the predicted probabilities of different types P (yj |xi, Θ), where Θ
represents all the parameters of the model, and xi is the i-th word and yj is the
j-th event type.

4.5 Training

We train the attention-based Bi-LSTM model by optimizing objective function
which is defined as a multi-class cross-entropy loss:

L(Θ) = −
N∑

k=1

C∑

i=1

yilogP (yi|xk, Θ) + λ(Θ) (6)
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where N denotes the all candidate triggers in the training process, C denotes
the all event classes, and yi is the real event type of the word xi. λ is the
regularization parameter and Θ represents the all parameters in the model.

In addition, we train the network via stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [18]
with shuffled mini-batches. The gradients are computed using back propagation.

5 Experiments

5.1 Dataset and Evaluation Metric

We use the ACE-2005 corpus in the experiments. For comparison purpose, we
follow Li et al. [10] to select 529 articles in English as the training data set, 30
as development set and 40 for test.

Following the previous work [9], we use Precision (P), Recall (R) and F1

score (F1) as the evaluation metrics of our approach.

5.2 Hyperparameter Settings

The word embeddings are initialized with the 300-dimensional real-valued vec-
tors. The entity type embeddings are specified as the 50-dimensional real-valued
vectors. And the relation type embeddings are initialized with the 20-dimensional
vectors. We follow Feng et al. [6] to set the dropout rate and the batch size.
Table 2 shows the specific setting of parameters used in our experiments.

Table 2. Hyperparameters used in our experiments.

Parameters Values Parameters Values

Word embedding 300-dimensional Dropout rate 0.2

Entity embedding 50-dimensional Learning rate 0.3

Relation embedding 20-dimensional Hidden size 200

Batch size 10 Coefficient 10−3

5.3 Compared Systems

The state-of-the-art models proposed in the past are compared with ours. We
divide the models into three classes:

Feature Based Approaches: Joint : the method in Li et al. [10] which
combines the local and global features and is based on the structured perceptron.
Cross-Entity : Hong et al. [8] model, which employs the name entities as the
additional discriminant features to aid event extraction.

External Resource Based Approaches: Include Chen et al. [2]
DMCNN-DS , which utilizes world knowledge (Freebase) and linguistic knowl-
edge (FrameNet) and Liu et al. [13] GMLATT which takes advantage of the
multilingual information for the ED task.
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Neural Network Based Approaches: DMCNN : the method in Chen
et al. [3], which uses CNN to do automatical feature extraction. In addition, also
including Nguyen et al. [17] Bi-RNN , Feng [6] Bi-LSTM , Feng [6] Hybrid
model which combines Bi-LSTM and CNN and Liu [15] ATT which exploited
argument information to improve ED via supervised attention mechanisms.

5.4 Experimental Results

Table 3 shows the performance of all methods for both trigger identification and
type classification. It can be observed that our approach outperforms other mod-
els, with a performance gain of no less than 0.5% F1 on event type classification.
The performance mainly benefits from the higher recalls which are 78.5% and
76.3% in two subtasks respectively. In addition, comparing the three experiments
that we did (the last three rows in the table), we found that no matter whether we
merge relation or use attention mechanism, the performance has been improved
to a small extent compared to using Bi-LSTM alone. But when we integrate
two methods with Bi-LSTM, the performance will be greatly improved, which
is 73.9%. The better performance of our approach can be further explained by
the following reasons:

Table 3. Performance of the all methods (n/a: the paper did’t list results of this task).

Methods Trigger identification Type classification

P R F1 P R F1

Joint [10] 76.9 65.0 70.4 73.7 62.3 67.5

Cross-Entity [8] n/a n/a n/a 72.9 64.3 68.3

DMCNN-DS [3] 79.7 69.6 74.3 75.7 66.0 70.7

GMLATT [13] 80.9 68.1 74.1 78.9 66.9 72.4

DMCNN [2] 80.4 67.7 73.5 75.6 63.6 69.1

Bi-RNN [17] 68.5 75.7 71.9 66.0 73.0 69.3

Bi-LSTM [6] 80.1 69.4 74.3 81.6 62.3 70.6

ATT [15] n/a n/a n/a 78.0 66.3 71.7

Hybrid [6] 80.8 71.5 75.9 84.6 64.9 73.4

Bi-LSTM+Att1 (Ours) 74.5 75.1 74.7 72.1 72.6 72.3

Bi-LSTM+Re (Ours) 72.9 77.5 75.1 69.6 74.1 71.8

Re+Bi-LSTM+Att1 (Ours) 73.7 78.5 76.1 71.5 76.3 73.9

• Compared with feature based methods, such as Joint, Cross-Event and Cross-
Entity, neural network based methods, such as CNN and Bi-LSTM, perform
better because they can make better use of word semantic information and
avoid the errors propagated from NLP tools. Moreover, Bi-LSTM performs
better than CNN due to the former can capture more complete information
of the whole sentence, which reduce the loss of information.
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• Table 4 lists embedding types used in each method. We can see that relation
type can provide richer information for ED than position (PSN) and depen-
dency (DEP). Because we merge the relation type embedding to the model,
the recall has improved significantly, which is higher 11.4% than Hybrid (add
PSN embedding) and higher 3.3% than Bi-RNN (add DEP embedding).

• Attention mechanism can make certain words get higher attention, capture
more accurate information and ignore the interference of meaningless words.

• We would like to believe that using entity relation and attention simulta-
neously can enhance the performance further. Due to we use not only entity
embedding but also relation embedding which labels two entities in a sentence
with the same relation type label, when we employ attention mechanism in
model, entities is equivalent to get twice attention. Accordingly, model can
better capture the information of key words.

Table 4. Embedding types (PSN: Position; ET: Entity Type; DEP: Dependency; RT:
Relation Type).

Methods Embedding types Methods Embedding types

DMCNN-DS word, PSN ATT word, ET

GMLATT word, ET, PSN DMCNN word, PSN

Bi-RNN word, ET, DEP Bi-LSTM word, PSN

Hybrid word, PSN Ours word, ET, RT

In order to further prove the rationality of the above explanations, we conduct
two extra experiments to do detailed analysis. We use TI and TC to stand for F1

score of Event Trigger Identification and Event Type Classification respectively.

Effect of Different Features. We conduct the experiments with Bi-
LSTM+Att1 to exploit the effects of different feature combinations. We set the
word embedding as the baseline, and then add entity embedding and relation
embedding step by step. Results are shown in Table 5.

According to the result, we can find that both entity embedding and relation
embedding can yield effectively improvement. It seems that, entity embedding
is more effective than relation embedding (by 0.5%) in type classification. How-
ever, relation type embedding is more effective for trigger identification than the
former (by 0.6%). An intuitive explanation is that: we label the entities which
process relationship with the same relation type symbol as the relation type
representation. Although the same labels provide complement information for
trigger identification, it also causes interference to classify trigger.

Moreover, using all as embedding, TI and TC are 76.1% and 73.9% respec-
tively, which integrates the advantages of entity and relation embedding, and
reaches the optimal performance. Such as S2, entity embedding can capture the
important information of “Swenson” and “NCA” rather than other words in sen-
tence. And relation embedding will provide necessary information (Membership
between two entities) to classify End-Position event correctly.
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Table 5. Performance on different features.

Methods Features TI TC

Bi-LSTM+Att1 word embedding 74.4 71.4

+entity embedding 74.7 72.3

+relation embedding 75.3 71.8

all 76.1 73.9

Effect of Different Attention Strategies. In order to verify whether the
attention mechanism plays a critical role, and compare attention strategies, we
designed three comparison experiments. Taking Re+Bi-LSTM as the baseline,
we add Att1 and Att2 on the basis respectively. Notes that all three methods
combine word, entity and relation embedding. The results are shown in Table 6.

From Table 6, it can be observed that F1 score reduces 1.3% on event type
classification relative to the baseline when we place attention mechanism after
Bi-LSTM (+Att2). However, when we add attention mechanism before entering
the Bi-LSTM model (+Att1), the F1 score improves 2.1% compared to base-
line. This may because: although Bi-LSTM can capture sentence information as
much as possible, it still can’t avoid the loss of some parts of the information,
or change the importance of each word in the original sentence. Thus, employ-
ing attention after the Bi-LSTM will reduce the information of the incomplete
sentence again. By contrast, applying the attention mechanism before Bi-LSTM
is equivalent to process sentences with original complete information, which can
improve the importance of keywords and reduce the interference of meaningless
words. Hereafter, Bi-LSTM model further selects effective information of the
sentence to capture the key information perfectly. Thus, +Att1 can effectively
improve the performance of ED system.

Table 6. Performance on different attention strategies.

Methods TI TC

Re+Bi-LSTM 75.1 71.8

Re+Bi-LSTM+Att1 76.1 73.9

Re+Bi-LSTM+Att2 73.6 70.5

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we verified that integrating an attention mechanism before the
Bi-LSTM neural network, which can assign different attention to words and
better capture the key information of sentences. Furthermore, we first use the
entity relation as the feature for ED, and we confirmed it can provide additional
information for the ED task. In the future, we will further explore the relationship
between entity relation and ED, to unite them into a supporting model.
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